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Editorial
word Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos
Who is Elvira Arellano? She is just a mother who wants to be with her son, Saulito. She is a human being.
However, the conditions of the U.S. have forced her to become a symbol of both hope and resistance of the
12 million undocumented in this country. It is because she took a stand and decided, not to hide, but to let
the entire world know that she will be taking holy sanctuary in her church, Adalberto United Methodist,
that she has contributed to the Latina/o political consciousness.
Elvira Arellano is also a target, an enemy, of those who do not understand history. A history that reveals
that 51 % percent of Mexico was stolen by the U.S. in 1848. Long before that, white settlers from the U.S.
would settle on Mexican land, especially in Texas, with an ideology that they had a right from God to steal
what was not theirs. During the Mexican Revolution of November 1910, the U.S. up to then experienced
the greatest influx of Mexican immigrants. Over a million were welcomed for cheap labor, only to be
deported during the Great Depression of the 1930s, even U.S. born citizens. With the Bracero program
between the 1940s and 1960s, Mexicans again were pursued as cheap labor. However, in the logic of
white supremacy, which characterizes the U.S. government, once a slave becomes conscious and begins
to speak, they must be silenced.
Elvira Arellano is a threat to those who rather have the wealth of the U.S. continue to grow on virtual
slavery and indentured servitude, silencing millions under the smoke of factories and the heat of backdoor
kitchens. Elvira Arellano is a simple, religious woman with a seven-year-old son, a son born in the U.S.,
who has the constitutional right to stay. Elvira Arellano, although undocumented, should have the right to
say 'no' to injustice and is helping to lead the struggle for that right. Everyday people in our communities
and universities are doing the same.
For nearly three weeks, over a hundred students from the classes of Professor Jose E. Lopez and student
organizations, such as the Union for Puerto Rican Students (U.P.R.S.) and the Chican@ Mexican@ Latin@
Student Coalition, organized voter registration drives at Northeastern Illinois University, the University of
Illinois at Chicago, Columbia College, and DePaul University. They also organized throughout Chicago's
many communities, especially in Humboldt Park, where Elvira Arellano is taking sanctuary. The Cafe
Teatro Batey Urbano Puerto Rican/Latin@ youth space was also an integral part of this exciting process.
The difference between this voter registration drive and the many others that sprout during an election
year is that this was organized not around a single candidate nor a political party, but an idea. The idea was
justice and amnesty for the 12 million undocumented immigrants in the U.S. The symbol of this campaign
was, of course, Elvira Arellano, who adorned the buttons distributed to those who registered, which read
"I registered and I will vote for Elvira Arellano" Over 400 people registered to vote. Voting, of course, is
not the end all of political participation, but as Elvira Arellano said to many of Professor Lopez's students,
we, U.S. citizens, had to be the voice for her and her young son.
Elvira Arellano is part of a process, one that humanizes us. It may take years until the 12 million
undocumented immigrants are granted amnesty. Elvira Arellano will continue to be in solitude until that
day happens, side by side with her son, Saulito, continuing to be a symbol of everyday people doing
extraordinary things.
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Mission
Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972 and remains
the oldest Puerto Rican/Latin@ university student
publication in print. Our mission is to provide
the NEIU campus with a relevant and engaging
publication that deals with student issues with a
focus on Latinas/os, our Latina/o communities,
and Latin America. Que Ondee Sola continues to
affirm the right of Puerto Rican self-determination,
freedom for all Puerto Rican political prisoners, and
support for a truly participatory democracy.
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Special Insert
Voter Registration Drive
The following four articles (pages 4-7) are the experiences and
reflections of some of the students of Professor Jose E. Lopez's
Puerto Rican & the Caribbean class that participated in the voter
registration drive and met Elvira Arellano.

"We Will Vote for Elvira Arellano"
words Myra Rodriguez
While people wait in line to vote, eyes will view the
list of candidates and many will notice that Elvira
Arellano's name is not on that list. Still, "/ will
vote for Elvira Arellano" was heard throughout the
Humboldt Park community and through the halls
and classrooms of Chicago's many universities
including Northeastern Illinois University. It was
heard in our homes, at our jobs, and so many other
places. In mid-September a mission was taken up
by Professor Jose E. Lopez, Executive Director
of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center along with
the Puerto Rican/Latin@ youth space Cafe Teatro
Batey Urbano. The mission: To get as many people
registered to vote and influence a change towards
immigration laws in this country.
"Elvira Arellano refused to turn herself in for
deportation and sought refuge with her son in the
Adalberto United Methodist Church in Humboldt
Park," Prof. Lopez would say as he asked his
students to help influence change by registering
people. Elvira made a stand for all of the other
12 million undocumented immigrants struggling
in this country. The November 7th election's is
already full of 'illegal' immigrants, border safety,
and deportation rhetoric. "When there is a problem
one must step up and do something about it," says
Prof. Lopez as he passed out folders containing
voter registration sheets to each of his students.

We had until October 9 to get as many people
as we could to register to vote. At Northeastern
Illinois University and the University of Illinois
at Chicago tables and booths were set-up by each
university's Union for Puerto Rican Students
(UPRS) organization. Registering to vote now
became really easy for students. We had the forms
and we were going to mail them out for people.
By October 9 hundreds and hundreds of voter
registration forms were mailed by this campaign.
People on campuses and communities registered to
vote with one aim in mind: We will vote for Elvira
Arellano and all of the other Elvira Arellanos in this
country to make a change. We will make a change
towards immigration laws and stop the separations
of families. We will vote for Elvira Arellano to
stop the treatment of our people as second-class
citizens. We will vote because of the discrimination
our people face and the killings that still exist at the
border. We will vote for Elvira Arellano because of
every injustice ever imposed on our people. For all
the millions who hide their faces, for all of those
who get paid under minimum wage, for all of those
whose voices can't be heard ... WE WILL VOTE
FOR ELVIRA ARELLANO.
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Discovering the llllllligration Issue
The most surprising thing for me about the voter
registration drive is that I met much less resistance
to the issue of registering voters, and more
importantly, learned about the prospect of Cook
County becoming a sanctuary for undocumented
immigrants through class discussions and the outof-class meeting about the drive at the Cafe Teatro
Batey Urbano on Paseo Boricua - Humboldt Park.

in Adalberto United Methodi st Church in Paseo
Boricua - Humboldt Park. Quite a few of the
people I spoke with had at least a little knowledge
of the topic. Three people even asked me what I
thought about the article Mary Mitchell wrote on
Elvira Arellano and immigration we discussed in
class. Most of the students who I registered were
either in favor of passing the sanctuary for the
undocumented in Cook County or were unsure.
Nobody that I spoke with outright opposed the idea,
although more people said they were not sure or did
not have enough information on the subject.

In addition to working the Union for Puerto
Rican Students (UPRS) tab]e in the school I have
personally turned-in 19 registration forms. I found
much more success in registering voters on my own
than working the table. I think this is primarily
because of social networks which existed prior to
the drive. Of the voters who I registered on my own
nearly half of them were registered at a different
address but never re-registered at their current
addresses. This was a common situation, and was
made worse because many of the people I spoke
with did not realize that you had to re-register if you
had moved since the last election.

Ethan Halpern-Givens is a student in
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean

I was also surprised that when I brought
up the issue of Elvira Arellano, an undocumented
mother of a U.S. born son taking holy sanctuary
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Voting is Not the End All,
but a Tool towards Liberation
If the cornerstone of orgamzmg is building
relationships that foster collective action, I would
be a bad person to depend upon for getting people
I know registered. A transplant from a Washington
D.C. suburb, like many young organi zers from
privileged backgrounds, I originally separated
myself from my community of origin in search
of a political home more in accordance with my
develo ping values. Contrary to Hip-Hop 's assertion
that 'it's not where you're from, it's where you're
at,' Stokely Carmichael sou nded the call during the
Black Power era for whites to organize in our own
communities in support of internal and international
liberation stru ggles. Few of us have effectively met
that challenge .

Republican Party intend on lessening the potential
impact of unified and active working class people
of color. Even more so, they fear the political
influence of 12 million undocumented immigrants
who have worked long and hard in the U.S. and
are ready for brighter days. These are the majority
of people I know. Workers who cannot vote ; who
exert their publ ic voice through press conferences
and marches, neigh borhood dialogues and cultural
nights; w ho's organizing efforts is labeled a Latina/o
conspiracy, a reconquista of the land that was stolen
from them. In a way, the label is accurate. In that
this land and the politics that govern it have been
stole n from the people who inhabited it originally
and who work to produce its wealth today. It is time
to reclaim it.

My political upbringing was in radical theories that
viewed voting as a tool of an oppressi ve state and
that held romantic ideas about Malcolm X 's ballot
or the bullet, writing off the former as a tried &
failed method of social change. However, James
Tracey, a homeless person 's rights organizer in
San Franci sco commented, ' one 's ability to abstain
from voting is a direct reflection of the privilege
they have in that they are insulated from the
decisions of policy makers.' While certainly not
where our fights will be won , the Senate floor is not
an arena we cannot leave to the Right. Indeed, the
pro-immigrant marches this past spring resonated
because of the threat, "Today we march, tomorrow
we vote."

Jerome Scott from Project South expl ai ns, "We
will only get what we are organized to take."
Voting will not get our demands met nor will the
systems that oppress and colonize the world ever
allow themselves to be voted out of existence. It
is in the process of registering our communities to
vote that allot us the opportunity to hold the crucial
dialogues that inform our worldviews and animate
us to participate on deeper levels in the social
movements that can promise us our better days.
Too many people are kept out of the formal political
arena because of their documents, their race, their
language, their age, or time incarcerated. The rest
either make it through the hoops or, like myself, are
expected to be loyal from the beginning. It is our
responsibility to participate in the civic process and
support the social movement that will crack this
country open to finally include those whose labor
makes it run.

Republicans recognize the changing face of the U.S.
and are shamelessly enacting a voter suppression
strategy to maintain control over the government.
From enlisting legions of poll monitors in black
voting districts to blocking ex-felons and others
from voting, as seen in Florida in 2000 and Ohio
in 2004, to recent legislation passed through the
House of Representatives that would require
state issued IDs in order to register to vote. The

B. Loewe is a student in
Puerto Ricans and the Caribbean
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We are the Voice of the Voiceless
"I registered to vote and I will vote for Elvira
Arellano:" this was the slogan that was used to get
people, including Northeastern Illinois University
(NEIU) students, to vote. As part of my class
project for Puerto Ricans and the Caribbean we
were asked to be part of the Union for Puerto Rican
Students (UPRS) table at Village Square and try to
get people to register to vote. The slogan was used
to raise awareness for the issue of undocumented
workers, especially for the case of Elvira Arellano,
an undocumented mother taking holy sanctuary at
Adalberto United Methodist Church in Humboldt
Park. We were able to meet Elvira Arellano as
an out of class activity. Elvira, who refuses to
be deported back to Mexico and separated from
her son, a U.S. citizen, talked to us about the
importance of voting, especially because we are
able to do so. I was excited about the project
and thought that the process of getting people to
register would be fairly easy. I was wrong.

rights to be respected. We will never achieve any
of these things if we do not vote or be a part of the
electoral process.
The purpose of the slogan was not only to
get people to register, but also to raise consciousness
of the situation undocumented workers and their
families face, specifically Elvira Arellano and
her son, Saul. Arellano and her son represent,
perhaps, your neighbor, the person on the bus
sitting next to you, a fellow student, your friend's
family, your own family, or even you. We cannot
forget to help them or, as Elvira put it, we must
be her voice because she is not allowed one. By
registering to vote we were attempting to send the
message that we refuse to let injustices toward
undocumented workers and their families continue,
and that we refuse to let a child be separated from
his or her parents. I ask that the next time you are
asked to register to vote or the next time an election
comes around that you think of Elvira Arellano and
her son and of the changes we can make by speaking
out against an injustice. Remember that when you
vote you are voting for all those who cannot.

Registering people to vote was more
difficult than I believed it would be. While
some students were happy to stop at the table
and register, others ignored us even when
we personally addressed them. I cannot be
completely sure of their reasoning but I can give
my opinion, and I can also say that before meeting
Arellano I probably would have also passed up
the table. People, including myself, have become
disenchanted with our government. We truly do
not believe that they will do anything good for us,
and so we decide that our votes do not matter.

Vanessa Vera is a student in
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean

The truth is that I can no longer side with
people who feel this way even if I understand their
reasoning. I am sure that we can all agree that
we want better legislation and better government
officials. We want undocumented workers to have
protection, but more than anything we want their
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Racistsville
The Suburban Attack on the Undocumented
words Soph.ta L'opez
On Tuesday October 3, Northwest suburban evening but was postponed because a crowd of about
Carpentersville was scheduled to discuss a proposed 3,000 people had arrived for the meeting. About 120
ordinance which would deny business permits officers in riot gear were positioned across the street
to employers found to have knowingly hired from Village Hall. Officials are looking for a larger
undocumented workers and would fine landlords venue to accommodate the large crowd so as not to
$1,000 a day if they rented apartments to "illegal violate the Illinois Open Meeting Act.
immigrants." Also, it would make English its
official language. However, more than 40 percent of Needless to say, this proposed ordinance is indicative
the city's population is Latina/o and therefore has a of the growing hostility against undocumented
large Spanish-speaking population.
immigrants, especially to Latina/a immigrants.
Carpentersville is the first city in Illinois
Carpentersville,
to propose such an ordinance. However,
should it pass
it is based on a similar ordinance,
and aggressively
which passed last month in Hazleton,
enforce
the
Pennsylvania. It is not being enforced
ordinance, is sure
until a lawsuit by the American Civil
to see almost half
Liberties Union is settled.
its
population
and
workforce
Trustees Judy Sigwalt and Paul
disappear. Simply,
Humpfer introduced the measure and
this would not
said they were not going to be affected
be "good for
by opposition to the ordinance. Sigwalt
business."
said, "This is not a racist thing. As long as they are
legal, they are welcome in the village. The main The myth of the "flood" of "illegal aliens" along
thing is, the law is the law." Humpfer also added the Southwest border plays into the hands of a
that they have received "overwhelming" support Republican party using this issue as political
from their constituents.
leverage in the upcoming mid-term fall elections.
The ordinance, which is dubbed the "Illegal Alien It creates a fertile ground for economic warfare and
Immigration Relief Act," claims that undocumented racial paranoia and reveals a systematic problem of
immigration leads to higher crime rates, exclusion.
overcrowded housing, failing schools, subjects
Carpentersville to fiscal hardship, and diminishes Sadly, this struggle is not new. It is part of a long,
the "overall quality of life." This measure would bitter, and painful history along the Southwest
also prohibit anyone from "aiding and abetting" Border. On the eve of Bush signing a law leading
undocumented immigrants.
to the construction of a massive wall along the
Mexican-U.S. border, it is clear that (racist) walls
of
another kind are springing up in our very own
The Carpentersville Village Board was scheduled
to discuss the anti-immigrant ordinance Tuesday backyard.
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possible and time to bring a problem professor to

Institutional Racism at NEIU
the attention of the chairman of the department
A Reflective Analysis of the Latino Caucus or the Provost. There must be evidence that the
advisor will work on the student's behalf. There
Hearings
must be a strong bond built between the advisor and
the student so that he/she feels confident in talking
about issues and problems that are important to
them. Also, it would be a good way to gather their
data in an action research study and publish the
results.

The success rate for us Latinas/os is
unacceptable. There is institutional racism at
Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU). I have
seen it many times in the faculty as well as in the
students. I have been a victim of this abuse on
several occasions. I have to overcome it and fight
it almost everyday. It does not go away, no matter
how kind I am, no matter how efficient I am, no
matter how diplomatic I am, it continually finds its
way on my path.

4. Have advisors make their own informal
assessments of the teachers in the classroom. Have
them, at random, sit in on a classroom session to
observe the teacher's technique and relations with
the students.

It is the responsibility of the President of the
University to make sure that NEIU is in the hands
of people who will PROduce the best possible
results no matter what position they have. It is not
beneficial nor is it credible for any university to
have a low graduation rate. One of the problem lies
in the issue of instructors.

5. Develop an in depth orientation seminar
specifically designed to deal with life in higher
education. Meet students at the door telling them
what to expect, the issues that they will face, and
give them the resource information to help them.
They need to know what a person will say to stop
them from continuing. They need to know how they
need to adjust their lives. They need to know all the
tricks that teachers and students pull directly and
indirectly. They need to know that they can get help
when they need it.

In order for education to be a successful and
enjoyable endeavor for Latina/o students, they must
have qualified teachers. My solution is this:

1. Improve the hiring policies for educators.
There must be more scrutiny involved.

At the hearings all I heard from the
administration was, "I want money!" "We need
more money!" and I did not hear one plan to resolve
these issues. All these educated people and they do
not know how to answer a simple question? Who
needs more money? They have not used the money
they have efficiently! I must ask: How much of that
money the university has been given has gone into
the salaries of the administrators at the expense of
our student dreams being shattered?

2. Develop a psychological test for them to
pass before being considered eligible. This exam
will test for knowledge, stability, leadership ability,
cooperativeness, compassion, moral reasoning,
critical thinking, multiples intelligences and racial
bias. The people who hire educators must be
qualified to select only the best.
3. The progress of Latina/o students must
be monitored. Latina/o students should be required
to meet with an appointed advisor(preferable
Latina/o) to discuss their problems before mid-term
and before final exams. This will give the advisor
plenty of time to assist the student in every way

Patricia Beckham is a student in Puerto Ricans &
the Caribbean
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Latino/a Student Organizations
Help Change NEIU History
The Saga of the Latino Caucus Hearings
words

Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Latina/a student struggles are alive and kicking
at Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU), where
history is still being made. On September 12 the Latino
Legislative Caucus held public hearings on the Latina/a
status at NEIU, creating a stir amongst students, media,
administrators, staff, and faculty.
Over 500 people packed Alumni Hall, many
of which were organized by student organizations and
coalitions such as the Union for Pue1to Rican Students
(U.P.R.S .), the Chican@ Mexican @ Latin@ Student
Coalition (ChiMexLa) , Que Ondee Sola (Q.O.S.), the
Latino & Latin American Studies Program Students,
and the Coalition for Latina/a Success in order to
understand why a "Hispanic Serving Institution" with
a 26% Latina/a student population, has a 17% retention
rate and receives so little funding when it comes to
Latina/a priorities and issues. Since the hearings was
open to all those who wished to speak, a se nse of anxiety
was in the air as students, professors, and administrators
waited to reveal their issues and concerns about NEIU's
progress, or lack there of, concerning its Latina/a studen t
population.

Que Ondee Sola also contributed to the anxiety
when it was distributed to those at the public hearings
since it included an exclusive interview with the main
host of the hearings, State Senator Miguel Del Valle,
who spoke about his hope and concerns about NEIU's
Latinas/as. The drama that would unfold through the
day surpassed everyone's expectations.
State Senators Miguel del Valle and Iris Martfnez
and State Representatives Cynthia Soto, Antonio "Toni"
Berrios, and Eddie Acevedo, many of which sit on the
Illinois Appropriations Committee that decides the
funding of state universities, hosted the public hearings.
The first half of the hearings was full of bureaucratic
jargon and incomplete and ambiguous studies promoted

by the administration, but it was the status of Latina/a
programs given by its administrators that provoked the
most scrutiny by the State Representatives.
After intensive questioning by Sen. Del Valle,
Teresita Acevedo, Director of Proyecto P' alante, a
Latina/a recruitment and advising program, admitted
that "we are strained because of staff," with a 5 to 100
advisor to student ratio and a 9 -14% graduation rate
in a 6-year period. Furthermore, she also admitted that
Proyecto Pa'Lante, a program in which Sen. Del Valle
helped create, did no student follow-up after 2 years of
enrollment. As for El Centro, a Latina/a satellite campus
of NEIU, Director Daniel Lopez also admitted that his
satellite has yet to establish a permanent location and
even lied about his employment status at the satellite, as
revealed by a subsequent faculty's testimonial. Another
shock was when lame-duck NEIU President Salme H.
Steinberg walked-out of the hearings long before it
ended, leaving Provost Lawrence P. Frank to receive
further questioning from the State Representatives.
After a faculty member's testimonial revealed
that there are only 8 tenured Latina/a professors at NEIU
out of 200 Sen. Iris Martinez scolded the Provost for
not hiring enough Latinas/as for tenured professorships.
Even Sen. Del Valle acknowledged that he knew of cases
in which the administration passed-up highly qualified
Latinas/as. Sen. Martinez also asked "How much fat is at
the top?" alluding to the fact that more funding does not
mean that the administration will utilize it to hire more
Latina/a faculty and administrators. However, it was the
student testimonials that brought to light the impact that
the administration's disregard of Latinas/as has on the
lives of those who struggle for a top-rate education.
The members and alumni of U.P.R.S.,
ChiMexLa, Q.O.S. read statements full of demands
that NEIU has as a responsibility, since it is officially a

Education Building. All eyes are on the administration
now and the university's Puerto Rican and Latina/o
student organizations will continue to hold the university
accountable for all it does.

"Hispanic Serving Institution," to meet the demands
included, but were not limited to Latina/o Cultural
Center, services to undocumented students, and Latina/
o Task Force approved by students and professors.
Subsequently, follow-up soon became a focus of the
hearings as Sen. Miguel del Valle promised that "[The
Latino Legislative Caucus] wants to come back next
year and see where [the administration] has made
progress," especially since NEIU wants a $35 million

Otra Risa
Comics

NEIU
T \--\ t.

t4E.AR\NGMyra Rodriguez

The first of a series,
this comic strip presents a comical twist
to the quesioning
of El Centro (parttime) Director Daniel
Lopez by State Senator
Miguel del Valle during the Latino Legislative Caucus Hearings
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Hora de Gritos
Latina/a Poetry and Struggle at N EIU
words

Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Grito, or scream, can
have many meanings for
Latinas/as. It can be from
horror, anger, or sorrow.
In terms of liberation,
the word is used as a
symbol of desperation
and the struggle for
freedom. On September
23 , 1868 Puerto Ricans
in the town of Lares
made their gritos heard,
demanding, among other
things, the independence
of Puerto Rico from
Marfa Chaves of UPRS Spanish
colonialism.
commences the events
Mexico had their grito
for
independence
on September 16, 1810 through Padre Hidalgo that
commenced a 10-year war until Mexico was free. On
October 3, through the halls of Northeastern Illinois
University (NEIU), the gritos of our
Latin American ancestors were heard,
but in poetry, with the recognition that
there are struggles to be fought here, in
the Diaspora.
Poetry is a medium close to the hearts
and the experiences ofLatinas/os all over
the world. Therefore, to commemorate
such two important events in our
collective memory, the Union for Puerto
Rican Students (U.P.R.S.), with support
from the Chican@ Mexican@ Latin@
Student Coalition (ChiMexLa), decided
to organize an open mic with published
Puerto Rican poet Professor Elizabeth
Marino as the feature. On October 3,

during activity hour, nearly 40 people packed SU003
to hear the
sweet
and
explosive
sounds of the
collective
history
of
the Latina/a
experience .
F r o m
Elizabeth
Marino's
poem
on
the
plight
of Vieques,
Ch iMex la ' s
Secretary
Michael Reyes' Michaels Reyes spits improve
improvisation
piece, to faculty member Jaime Mendoza's monologue
on Chicano identity. So much creativity was revealed
in so little time. However, the event was
not just about commemorating the past,
but making historical connections to our
present realities. It is a reality that 26%
of NEIU's student body is Latina/a, but as
revealed by the Latino Caucus Hearings,
so little funding, support, and recognition
is offered to this integral part of the
university. Hopefully future events like
these will foster further dialogue on the
Latina/a student struggles at NEIU.

Professor Elizabeth Marino
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We Support Our Latina Professors
The students of the Chican@ Mexican@
Within the reality of low retention for
Latin @ Student Union (ChiMexla), the Union for Latina/o students at NEID, currently at ' 17% in
Puerto Rican Students (UPRS) and Que Ondee Sola a 6-year period, it is very important that Latina/o
(QOS) would like to acknowledge the expertise of students have Latina/o professors as academic
Professor Elaine Rodrfguez and Professor Christina and intellectual mentors. Studies have shown
Gomez. These two distinguished professors have that teachers who understand his or her students'
shown a track record of great quality through culture and experiences are taken more seriously
their work on campus and in their research in the and produce more proactive students. A uni versity
Latino/a communities of Ch icago and Latina/o with a 26% Latina/o student population without a
studies. Therefore, their request for tenured doubt needs more Latina/o professors. Professor
professorship should be highly considered and, Rodriguez and Gomez tenured professorships are
with the support and recommendation of NEIU's a part of the remedy of the low Latina/o retention
students and student organization, granted. Also, rates . Again, UPRS, ChiMexLa, QOS, and the
from the fact that NEIU officially holds the title of students of this university will stand firmly behind
a "Hispanic Serving Institution," we believe that it Professor Elaine Rodriguez and Professor Christina
is a respons ibility of the university administration Gomez, two outstanding academics and intellectual
to promote such outstanding, educated Latinas that assets to NEIU.
characterizes Professor Rodrfguez and Professor
Gomez. It is also important to note that there are
only abou t 8 tenured Latina/o professors at NEIU,
out of 200.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT: A LESSON IN PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS CONDUCTING E XIT POLLS F OR THE

2006

MIDTERM ELECTI ON

The 2004 Presidential Election demonstrated a turn around among declining youth voter turnout,
with 11 .6 million (47%) casting a ballot-the highest percentage among 18 to 24 year olds
since they won their right to vote. The major factor leading to this anomaly was investing in
the mobil ization of young voters. In continuing with the trend to civically engage and mobilize
college students, Northeastern Illinois University students will participate in the 2006 Midterm
Election, Tuesday, November 7th by conducting exit polls in Latino-majority precincts in the city
of Chicago. More than 100 students will be recruited and trained to survey voters leaving their
polling places. The survey wi ll ask voters, how they voted , what motivated them to vote, and what
issues matter to them. This election study is led by Dr. Elaine Rodriquez, Assistant Professor
in the Department of Political Science and the Latino and Latin American Studies Program,
and principle investigator for the Institute of Community Action Research (I-CAR). This survey
project is part of a larger study that examines the civic and political behavior of Latino/Latina
naturalized citizens. Students' academic studies will be enriched by understanding the practical
application of exit polling for scholarly research and promoting participatory democracy.
If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview, please contact
Elaine Rodriquez at 773-442-5665 or e-mail at e-rodriquez@neiu.edu.
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The Tlatelolco Massacre
words

.
Michael Reyes

Mexico Reborn in Blood

There are moments in history that serve as Plaza soaked with blood. A group of students where
milestones or markers that shoot sharply into our held at gun point facing a wall for the entirety of
present. One such moment was on October 2, 1968 the massacre as they stood helpless, listening to the
in a place just outside downtown Mexico City called cries of their comrades, friends and fellow Mexicans.
Tlatelolco. The Plaza's name comes from the three Others lay under the dead to avoid being spotted
structures that sit at the site: Aztec ruins, a Spanish and murdered. Others tried to enter the Cathedral
Cathedral, and a modern housing project produced for refuge only to find its great doors to be locked.
by the ruling Partido Revolucionario Institutional In the end over 300 people had been murdered and
(PRI) for loyal PRI families, linking Mexico's past thousands wounded or imprisoned.
to the present. On October 2, gathered
After
the
Tlatelolco
on the same land where the Spanish
Massacre of 1968 Mexico woke up
had murdered the indigenous peoples
to a new reality. Many of the youth
of Mexico, were groups of youth,
that where once student leaders
students, activists and community
demanding justice in the streets went
residents. They were there to oppose
underground and joined guerilla
President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz's brutal
groups to further the cause for a just
policy of repression and Mexico's
Mexico. Born from the blood that
fa<;ade of a democracy. There had
seeped into the ground at Tlatelolco
been many gatherings that summer
was a Mexico that would no longer
throughout the city. A few days
sit as the PRI ruled in a farce of a
earlier a group of university students
democracy.
It forced Mexicans to
illBERTAD
defended themselves against police
question what type of government
DE EXPRESION!
repression while the police beat and
it truly had. Even today the official
arrested youth and teachers alike. In
story does not detail the many dead
the Plaza leaders gave impassioned
and missing. Instead, the government
speeches and the crowd, now swelling
attributes the massacre to a minor
to several thousand, looked on attentively. With the scuffle between police and unwieldy youth. Just
Olympic Games set to take place in Mexico City in as Mexico today painfully struggles to achieve a
a few weeks Pres. Diaz Ordaz would not tolerate genuine democracy, we must remember those steps
dissidence.
and milestones that have brought us to this point
As the rally went on, suddenly a helicopter in history. We must also make connections in
swooped down, bringing an onslaught of carnage history to our struggles today at NEIU. Struggles
and mayhem. Plain-clothes police and the Mexican for a truly representative administration and student
army sprang into action opening fire into the crowd. government, more services to Latinas/os and the
The crowd dispersed and tried to escape only to meet undocumented, and for a Latina/o Cultural Center.
army soldiers with bayonets at the end of assault May we never forget those who gave there lives on
rifles. Then the sound of machine gun fire was heard, October 2, 1968 at Tlatelolco.
at first light then more constant. Some witnesses say
it went on for three hours straight. The floor of the
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The Foruonen Revolution
El Grito de Jayuya
Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos
•

•

On October 301h, 1950 dozens of Nationalist
Party members and other independentistas
lead by a woman, Blanca Canales, take
the Western Mountain town of Jayuya,
declaring the Second Republic of Puerto
Rico (The First was declared on September
23rci, 1868 in Lares).
Also, five Nationalists attempt to enter La
Fortaleza, the residence of the Governor of
Puerto Rico Luis Munoz Marfn. Although he
is the first elected Puerto Rican Governor of
the island, he is seen as a colonial puppet of
the U.S., sacrificing freedom for economic
endeavors. The Governor's guards kill four
and one is wounded.

•

The Nationalist Insurrection spreads into
Utuado and towns and cities around the
island, such as Mayagtiez and Santurce.

•

On November 1st Nationalists Oscar Collazo
and Griselio Torresola attempt to storm
Blair House, the temporary residence of
U.S. President Harry S. Truman in order
to assassinate him. Mr. Torresola is killed
by police while Mr. Collazo is wounded,
captured, and sent to prison until President
Jimmy Carter pardons him along with 4
other Nationalists (for their 1954 shooting
of Congress) in 1979.

•

Nationalist Party leader Dr. Pedro Albizu
Campos is once again arrested in Viejo
San Juan. He is eventually pardoned by
Governor Luis Munoz Marin but after the
15

1954 Congressional shooting he is again
imprisoned, tortured with radiation in
prison, and is released for health reasons in
1964, but dies in 1965.
•

The National Guard and U.S. Armed Forces
bombard Jayuya and other towns from the
air and ground, suppressing the Nationalist
Insurrection. Dozens are killed, hundreds
wounded, and thousands arrested.

These events are significant and relevant
because it reveals the resistant nature and
consciousness of the Puerto Rican people
against its colonial oppressor. These events,
although taking place 56 years ago, are a part
of our collective memory as Puerto Ricans and
Latinas/as. We have been historically oppressed
by the U.S., but events such as EL Grito de
Jayuya reveal that we are human beings striving
for an air offreedom. El Grito de Jayuya should
be commemorated.

The Flowers
Michael Anthony Reyes Benavides

On November 1st when Xiucoatl has accompanied
Huitzilopochtli on his journey to the underworld
and Tezcatlipoca is in the above sky
so blind eyes may see through the darkness of night
do not cry for my lost soul
I am not lost at all
Death is no more than a continuation of life

Beautiful cut out designs of tissue paper
Not only for decoration
but to remember the earth that was stolen
Cut them for the stars, the moon , the sun
so we may remember we must
be humble in our dependency upon nature
Cut designs from the brightest of colors

Does one cry when in the fall the trees loose their leaves?
Does one cry when flowers no longer blossom and then
wither?
No, it is understood that this is life.
We are saddened but we do not cry.

Place paper of blue, to honor
the polluted streams, rivers, lakes and oceans
Place paper of red to remember
the earth that was lost by blood
Place white for the clouds,
the sky and the air so it may be clean once again

We rejoice when spring comes and all is new.
Rejoice my death as if I will return
and the Cempasuchitl does in fall
So on November l st place upon my altar
a photo so I may be remembered physically in life
Place upon my altar
photos of the women form Juarez whom have disappeared
with no trace
so their faces may be remembered
Place upon my altar photos of the indigenous of Mexico,
Guatemala, El Salvador,
Panama, Peru, Honduras and Venezuela
So we may not forget that they are a part of us
Place upon my altar
Photos of the undocumented
Mexican workers in the United States
So we may understand that they
deserve basic human rights as well
Place upon my altar
Photos of all those who have felt the brunt of oppression
and refused to break under its yoke
So we mat remember those
who have struggled died and resisted

Yes on November 1st place upon my altar

Place green for the forest, jungles
and all the plants so we may use them wisely
On November 1st place upon my altar
All the foods I enjoyed so much in my lifetime
Tacos de came asada, de pastor, tortas, arroz con gandules,
tamles and pan de muerte
Not only so I may enjoy a meal
in the next cycle but so all of those who have died
of hunger may have sustenance for their body and soul
Place un vaso de agua
So all those whom have died of thirst may drink with me
Place dukes y chocolate, churros and conchas
So that children that have only tasted the bitter reality of life
May enjoy a sweet treat
Be sure to place frijoles
for all those killed as "beaners", "wetbags" and "spies" so they
may eat with smiles
On November 1st place upon my altar
Four candles not only for the four directions of the earth
But for all those of the world, North, South, East, West
Who have died of starvation of the soul
Numbing of the mind and physical hunger
Brought about by war, domination and colonial rule
Place upon my altar
not only candles to help guide my way back on my journey
16but place a candle for those who are blind to injustices

brought about by a world market that values products over
life
Place a candle so the neo-liberals of the world
may see that communities have a right to exist
So we may see that we exist in a global world
But not to forget we come from communities of resistance
As globalization would want us to forget
And on my altar place, tequila, Heineken, Coronas
Needles and crack pipes
Place blunts, squares, and ex
So we may not forget what was created to destroy our
physical being
So we may not forget those who have felt they can not
For those souls that found hope by escaping w
Place all of this to remember pain and desperat
And to remember that we may all one day feel ·
On my altar place a pen
Not only because I like to write
But for those who can't
Place books not only because I like to read
•
But for those who never had the chance to lear , h
Place upon my altar
Skulls of sugar not only to mock death
But to remember those who did not have the c
and passed on from curable diseases
to remember that too often
the money for medicine,
is worth more than human life

Place upon my altar
Albums of hip -hop and salsa
Nortenos and cumbias
Corridos and ballads
Not only because I enjoyed listening to music
But for those who had no time to do so
For those whose lives were focused on survival .,
And only danced to the rhythm of a post modern
industrialized world
I
Place upon my altar
Incense of copal
Not only so I may enjoy its essence
But to remember those who have smelled
The fowl sent of burning fuels, diesel and gaso
Those who have the decay of an urban city
And for those who have smelled the odor of d

Place upon my altar

Empty bullet shells
For those burned by lead
Place broken mirrors
For all those times we were told we were ugly
Place pain and sorrow
Hate and vengeance so we may forgive and be forgiven
Place mercy and peace so humanity one day may know love
Place the stars and the moon,
the sky and the sun, the earth and the ocean
Place smiles kisses and hugs, laughter and music
Place memories of friends gone

The Music that Rings through the 'Hood
Bombay Plena group AfriCaribe opens a space on Paseo Boricua
words

Marcuz Erazo

The phrase that the new AfriCaribe Cultural
Center introduces itself when one looks at its
entrance banner is the abridged phrase: "El que
no tiene dinga, tiene mandiga," which is has been
historically followed in Puerto Rican refrains by "Y
que no tiene conga, tiene carabali. Y pa' Los que no
saben na ', y tu ague/a, a'onde ejta'?" The phrase
reveals the African influence on the Puerto Rican
identity and syntax, even
if many Boricuas would
like to deny it: " ... and
your
grandmother,
where are you hiding
her" reads the closing
line. The AfriCaribe
Cultural Center is a new
member of the Paseo
Boricua family, which
has much to offer the
resilient Humboldt Park
community.

of gentrification.
The opening night began on the right foot with
many people enjoying the musical diversity of
people playing bomba y plena. The audiences
moving to the beat of the drums, enjoying the music
that many people do not know about. That was a
good experience for me, to get to know some of
the music that Puerto Rico has had for generations.
The night was very
fun and it seemed
like we could go
for hours having
groups
playing
the drums, people
singing traditional
bomba songs, and
the audience joining
in and dancing.

T
h
e
AfriCaribe Cultural
Center
has
the
The beautiful new
chance to offer
space is full of art pieces
Puerto Ricans and
and a traditional bomba dress that women wear in Latinas/os in the community the opportunity to
Puerto Rico on the waHs. The man of the night know more about traditional Puerto Rican and black
was AfriCaribe Director Tito Rodriguez, who gave Caribbean music. Also, it can offer the community
us the introduction of what this space means and the chance sign-up for classes and workshops to
wants to offer. Tito would like it to be a great place learn how to dance, play, or sing bomba y plena.
for people to come and have a good time. Having The space can also help people understand what
poets from the Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano and many the music means to Puerto Ricans and Latinas/os
other people from the audience performing some of so they could love and treasure the rich musical
their poems was a great experience, demonstrating traditions of the Caribbean.
that in the Humboldt Park community there is a lot
of Puerto Rican and Latina/a talent that will not
disappear even as the community is under the attack
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''Eulogy for a S01all Ti01e Thief'
Opening of Miguel Pinero play at Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano
words
Melissa Cintron
Many try to get by in life on a hustle or at least long
enough to get out of it in order to fulfi II what many times
are just pipe-dreams. Many never make it out alive.
"Eulogy for a Small Time Thief;'' a play
written by legendary poet, playwright, and
co-founder of the Nuyorican Poet's Cafe
in New York City, Miguel Pinero (19461988), was directed by Joel Moorman
in the new production by Urban Theater
Company (UTC). The play takes us into a
day in the life of a Puerto Rican couple in
Philadelphia in the 1970s trying to make
ends meet in hopes that they can run away
from the problems they face, that many
Boricuas faced in cities across the U.S.
The fi rst run of the show took place at the
Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano located on 2620
W. Division in Paseo Boricua - Humboldt
Park on October 13 to a sold out house ! This
is the first time that the Batey Urbano has
had the privilege of hosting a seasoned cast of actors in
their space. With the help of the Director of the Institute
for Puerto Rican Arts and Culture (IPRAC) Jorge Felix,
UTC created an entire apartment with a 70s motif.
The performers in this particular production include
I van Vega, who also worked as Artistic Director, Eva
G. Rios, Jessica Camacho, Kristina Klemetti, Camille
Kuthrell, Ricardo Gamboa, Hank Hilbert, and Fernando
Hernandez. Their Performances were gripping, true-tolife and truly hilarious, proving that Boricuas need not
go far to get a great theater experience. It is right here in
the heart of our community!
The mission statement of Urban Theater Company states
that it "is an ensemble of ethnically diverse performers,
with roots in the Latino community [and] is committed
to the creation and exploration of urban inspired
works. As a platform for multicultural representation
in the performance arena, UTC will serve as a bridge

between Chicago performers, the International Theater
Collective, our respective communities and our youth.
Beyond a commitment to creating new works, UTC
will
engage
in performing
c la ss i c
plays
and
co ntemporary
adapt a tion s
that
convey,
illuminate and
empathize
with the human
condition.
From
the
streets to the
stage and for
the future"
The company
was
granted
pennission to do a series of Miguel Pifiero's plays by his
estate and has already completed run s of "Short Eyes"
and "The Sun only Shines for the Cool," which included
a performance by Que Ondee Sola Associate Editor
Michael Reyes, to rave reviews. To continue on their
hot streak, they will begin preparations for their next
piece of work, Miguel Pifiero's "Midnight at the Greasy
Spoon" as soon as their current run closes.

Playing October 13-November 12
Thursday-Saturday at 7:00 p .m.
Matinee shows on Sunday at 3p.m.
For information contact:
The UTC at (773) 347-1203
www.myspace.com/urbantheatercompany
Another version appeared in the November 2006 edition
of La Vaz del Paseo Boricua
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Youth For Alternatives
words

,
Myra Rodnguez

More Than Just a Hip Hop Show

On September 29, 2006 right on Di vision
Street and Western Avenue the first College Fair
of the school year happened right inside Roberto
Clemente High School, organized by the Puerto
Rican/Latin@ grassroots youth space Cafe Teatro
Batey Urbano and was sponsored by State Senator
Cynthia Soto. Most college fairs actually take place
right around January through March, but this event
titled Youth for Alternatives was going to bring the
resources in early.
When Roberto Clemente High School's
doors opened up at5 PM hundreds of youth swarmed
around the tables picking up pamphlets, filling out
applications, and also getting perspectives from
university students. Various universities came to
the event such as: N011heastern Illinois University
and University of Illinois at Chicago, just to name a
few. As the college fair continued, behind the doors
of the school 's auditorium Me's, Dj's, electricians,
and producers were getting ready to set up for a
night of music. As 7 PM arrived so did the HipHop artists: Pinqy Ring, Chi Ill, Lah Tere, Ang13 ,
and breakers such as Lady Champ who would soon
adorn the stage. The youth crowded the auditorium
and bobbed their heads and lifted-up their aims as
the music echoed off the walls.
Interestingly enough, what would later be
realized was that the Hip Hop show was not what
really brought the students into Roberto Clemente
High School that evening, it was the College Fair!
Yes, a successful night it was with all proceeds
given to the Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano for it could
continue to provide much needed resources to
our Paseo Boricua - Humboldt Park community.
Watching young people enter through the doors
and knowing they would be given resources and
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information needed to help them through their lives
made the event rewarding. Youth f or Alternatives
was much more than a Hip Hop show but a night of
culture and resistance.

Two Cities, One Nation
Que Ondee Sola's Editors trip to New York City
words

Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

has paved the way for the
Searching through the
latinization of New York. In
ever-changing streets of
today's El Barrio one can see
New York City very few
a myriad of newly arrived
would know that even
Latin Americans, especially
a 150 years ago Puerto
Mexicans, who come into
Ricans were negotiating
a city more acceptable and
the borders of a nation yet
appreciative of bilingual
not free. Very few know
education, Latina/o fine arts
that Boricuas have been
and music, and Latina/o
building community on
studies programs. This is
the island of Manhattan
why it was so exciting to
through the printing press,
come to New York City
labor unions, and political
for
the El Grito de Lares
organizations long before
celebrations on September 22
the Puerto Rican flag
and 23 in commemoration of
was even created. New
Puerto Rico 's first revolution
York has definitely been
for independence. As a
home to a nation in exile
new member of Chicago's
long before East Harlem
Puerto Rican independence
became Spanish Harlem
"Not Enough Space" Art piece
movement
I
was
very
(or El Barrio) or before Julia
interested to return to a city
de Burgos wrote a poem to
her death. Although the Puerto Rican Diaspora has where I was born and raised but with new political
suffered so much - the target of racist academics eyes and a conscious mind, to experience what I
producing through us the "culture of poverty" or have read, and to nurture personal linkages between
city planners and politicians razing our "blighted" our two communities.
enclaves and gentrifying the little community
we have built - we have survived in a city with The city of Chicago, although with a smaller
opportunities offered only to a few. Through El Puerto Rican population, (250,000 compared to
Barrios' brown tenement and dull housing projects New York 's 800,000) still has been a hotbed of
salsa was born, radical politics thrived, and the Puerto Rican political and cultural expressions
Puerto Rican flag flew proud from building to for over 40 years, with a very active communitybuilding independence movement. The organizer
building.
of the trip was National Boricua Human Rights
Network
(NBHRN), a national organization
Of course, Puerto Rican community-building in
the Big Apple is not the most organized nor the centered in Chicago, which has campaigned for
most consistent it still is full of possibilities and the rights and freedom for Puerto Rican political
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prisoners for decades. NBHRN was a key player Boricua community life, we realized the undeniable
in the release of the 11 FALN political prisoners in print that Puerto Ricans have made on this city of
1999. However, two remain in prison- Oscar Lopez 8 million. Unbeknownst to us we would have only
Rivera and Carlos Alberto Torres. Still , through 4 hours to put together an exhibition due to the late
the oppression of prison , the two remaining Puerto shipment. In the end the very rush that characterizes
Rican political prisoners have created self-taught New York life was well worth it. By early evening
art of unimaginable and intrigue. From quenepa- the art opening was crowded by the city Puerto
eating negritas with carefully detailed hair braids Rican intelligentsia, from novelists, university
to roaring vejigante masks, Oscar and Carlos have professors, former Young Lords, and artists to an
taken ownership over their unjust imprisonment. array of former political prisoners, including Elizam
Their art can also create consciousness over their Escobar, Antonio Camacho Negron, and the night's
imprisonment and the colonial reality of Puerto eccentric host Dylcia Pagan. The highlight of the
Rico. So, about a year ago, selected pieces of theirs exhibition was a phone call from Carlos Alberto
became a part of a traveling art exhibit coordinated Torres from prison who called on Puerto Ricans
by NBHRN and called "Not Enough Space."
to continue to learn about our turbulent history and
the conditions that created his imprisonment. Oscar
The exhibition began in Chicago, where the two Lopez Rivera was not allowed to phone the excited
political prisoners are from, and has since traveled audience from his imprisonment in Indiana.
as far as Puerto Rico and Mexico with hundreds of
people waiting to view Oscar and Carlos' aesthetics Afterwards, the night was joined by speeches by
of resistance. On Sep 22, a day before the 138 th Antonio Camacho Negron and Professor Jose E.
anniversary of El Grito de Lares, "Not Enough Lopez, who spoke about the Puerto Rican aesthetics
Space" was to fin ally reach Taller Boricua in the of resistance and the difference between forced
Julia de Burgos Cultural Center in El Barrio, the isolation of political repression and incarceration
historical heart of the Nuyoricans.
and the solitude that the two political prisoners have
taken ownership of. The night was also full of poetry
To help with the construction of the exhibit were and music by the bomba y plena group Los Pleneros
members from Puerto Rican Chicago 's community de la 21, that evoked the audience to ri se -up with
organization and institutions, including the fists in the air. The event was a wonderful precursor
Executive Director of the Puerto Rican Cultural to a morning of our revolution 's anniversary where
Center Jose E. Lopez, members of NBHRN and the a march planned in Times Square was to be held to
Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano youth space, a student of commemorate our resistant past and our colonial
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Alternative High School, present, especially since it was also the 1 year
and myself, the editor of Que Ondee Sola as well as anniversary of rebel leader Filiberto Ojeda R fos'
the Assistant Editor. The coordinators of the exhibit assassination.
were artist Miguel Luciano and the Director of the
Institute of Pue.rto Rican Arts & Culture of Chicago, A common site around the Boricua communities of
the city was a poster adorned with the Puerto Rican
(IPRAC) Jorge Felix.
flag and the silhouette of Filiberto Ojeda Rios,
As the 12 hour drive passed 5 states came to an murdered by the FBI in his home in Hormigueros,
end and the sight of brown-bricked buildings Puerto Rico, that read "En el 23 de Septiembre
and gentrified ghettos became our car-window La Nacion se Levantara" (On September 23 The
attractions one could not stop to think how vast Nation Will Rise). Some pedestrians looked at the
New York City is. As we drove through El Barrio's poster puzzled or interested. Others angrily tore
fading murals to Puerto Rican nationalists and them down, throwing them to the ground or into
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the trash. Nonetheless, at 12 PM in Times Square
hundreds gathered with the flags of Puerto Rico and
of Lares, where the revolution took place, along
with banners full of witty slogans, billboard-sized

Later that evening, the Chicago group traveled
north to the South Bronx, where Puerto Ricans
have settled and created a strong political base
for decades. In a small space hidden in the back
roads of a congested borough was the El Maestro
Cultural Center, a grassroots educational space
that was filled over capacity as Puerto Ricans flags
waved proudly in the air. The picture of Dr. Ramon
Emeterio Betances, a devout abolitionist and leader
of El Grito de Lares, hung behind the speakers of the
night. Assistant Editor of Que Ondee Sola Michael
Reyes also made a heart-filled speech, declaring
that although he was a Mexican - which was met by
instant applause - he has always felt welcomed by
the Puerto Rican independence movement.
Although we would drive back to Chicago the next
morning, the memory of New York would linger in
my thoughts for days longer than was the trip. The
city was so full of life and the Puerto Rican people
were still so proud, refusing to assimilate and give-up

bomba by the Pleneros de la Calle 21
photos of the remarnmg political prisoners, and
musical pandaritas. We marched proud through the
streets of Midtown Manhattan towards the United
Nations buildings while passer-byers looked-on
in amazement, while uniformed and plain-clothes
police followed-us and videotaped us. Finally
we reached a beautiful and quaint plaza where
speeches were made in hopes for a better and free
Puerto Rico and a better organized Puerto Rican
community in New York. Filiberto Ojeda Rios' last,
taped message for El Grito de Lares exactly one
year ago was also played, in which he begged for the
unity of the Puerto Rican independence movement.
Carlos Alberto Torres also made another phone call,
evoking cheers from the crowd.
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Times Square March
the enclaves that we have so painstakingly created. I
met so many important figures and everyday people
struggling to survive, giving dimension to the
experience of New York City life. I was also happy
to go home, to take what I observed and use it in
our struggles for our Puerto Rican enclave and our
cultural preservation and innovation.

Activities on Campus
Puerto Rican & Latina/o Film Series:
Tuesday, November 28- La operaci6n (Puerto Rico)
The revelation that Puerto Rico's female population is the most sterilized in the world,
promoted by U.S. government and corporate economic plans and medical experiments.
Thursday, November 30- Los olvidados (Mexico)
Children roam the streets of Mexico City, facing abuse, murder, and redemption. This
classic film brings to light the affect that the structural problems of Mexico has on
everyday lives.
Times & Locations: TBA

National Boricua Human Rights Network (NBHRN) is a national organization that
supports and promotes awareness on Puerto Rican political prisoners.
NBHRN will visit NEIU on Thursday, November 30, 7 PM to introduce the organization
and an evening of Puerto Rican Jeopardy!

Platando Semillas: Latinos Speak Out!
Come and learn about the exciting, expanding, and interesting Latino & Latin American
Studies minor. What classes are available? How will it benefit me intellectually and in
my career? Also, learn about the Latina/o struggles at NEIU for greater recognition and
representation. "Are we a Hispanic Serving Institution?" Food and musical performances.
Date: Early December
Time & Location: TBA

Why they want us out: an update on the sanctuary movement
Come out and learn more about immigration policy in Chicago. Speak with organizers
from Centro Sin Fronteras. President of Centro Sin Fronteras Emma Lozano and a Youth
from Zocalo Urbano will be present for a Q & A.
Thursday, January 18TH
Location to be announced

